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Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a framework to guide 
decision makers evaluating information security policy 
performance. It is motivated by lack of adequate decision 
making mechanism with broader scopes and easy to use for 
the decision makers. The framework, which adopts Analytic 
hierarchy Process (AHP) methodology, is developed into a 
four level hierarchy (goal, criteria, sub-criteria, and 
alternatives) representing different aspects of information 
security policy. A survey based on AHP methodology was 
conducted to obtain decision maker preferences. Instead of 
relying on dedicated AHP software, we prefer to clearly 
demonstrate the process of AHP calculations by using Open 
Office Calc in data analysis. The aims are to show the 
applicability of open source software in handling AHP 
decision making problem and to help decision makers in 
understanding AHP data analysis procedures without 
relying on proprietary software. Results show that decision 
makers prefer availability of information security as highest 
priority, followed by confidentiality and integrity. The 
findings reflect future strategy in order to improve the 
effectiveness of information security policy in the 
organization. 
  
Index Terms—information security policy, decision making, 
Analytic Hierarchy Process, open source. 
 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a decision 

support system to deal with multi criteria decision 
making (MCDM) problems developed by Saaty [1]. It 
aims to quantify relative priorities for a given set of 
alternatives on a ratio scale, based on decision maker 

judgments, by strictly following consistency standard of 
the pair wise comparison in the decision-making process.  

Since a decision-maker bases judgments on knowledge 
and experience, then makes decisions accordingly, the 
AHP approach agrees well with the behavior of a 
decision maker. The strength of this approach is that it 
organizes tangible and intangible factors in a systematic 
way, and provides a structured yet relatively simple 
solution to the decision making problems [2]. In addition, 
by breaking a problem down in a logical fashion from the 
large, descending in gradual steps, to the smaller and 
smaller, one is able to connect, through simple paired 
comparison judgments, the small to the large. As a result, 
AHP has been widely adopted in various areas of 
research and practices these days such as government 
[18], business management [19] industry [20], health 
[21], education [22] and many other areas [4]. It mainly 
used for making selection, evaluation, cost and benefit 
analysis, resource allocations, planning and development, 
priority and ranking, and forecasting [23]. 

This study is proposed with the aim at filling the gap in 
information security policy literatures particularly from 
decision making perspectives. While the significance of 
implementing information security policy has been 
strongly recommended [7] not only at organizational 
levels [24] but even recently at national levels [25], there 
are only few studies on how a decision made with this 
regard [17].  

Studies from academic [6] and professional [26] 
perspectives show lack of integrated decision making 
approaches in information security policy since they 
mostly focuses on technical [5,27] and managerial 
aspects of security such as ISO 17799, an international 
standard for information security management [28]. To 
understand the problem thoroughly, various aspects 
related to this domain should be studied and thus 
considered equally in decision making process.  

On the grounds of the multi aspects nature of 
information security policy, we argue that this field is a 
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kind of multi criteria decision making (MCDM) problem 
that can be overcome by using AHP method. 

The primary focus of this study lies in the application 
of AHP through step by step mathematical calculation to 
solve decision making problem in the specific area of 
information security policy. Open Office Calc is selected 
to show details of AHP procedure and to demonstrate the 
potential of open source software as a powerful tool to 
solve multi criteria decision making problems.  

The organization of this study is structured as follows. 
Section 2 presents literature review of information 
security. The next section presents our research 
objectives and methodology. Then, we introduce our 
AHP decision model in section 4. It is followed by 
analysis and discussion in the following. Finally, 
conclusion and future research direction are given in 
section 6.  

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Information security is defined as the set of laws, rules, 

and practices that regulate how an organization manages, 
protects, and distributes resources to achieve specified 
security policy objectives [5]. These laws, rules, and 
practices must identify criteria for according individuals 
authority, and may specify conditions under which 
individuals are permitted to exercise their authority. To 
be meaningful, these laws, rules, and practices must 
provide individuals reasonable ability to determine 
whether their actions violate or comply with the policy 
[5, 6].  

Among various information security and privacy 
controls, information security policy is considered as a 
soft approach to deal internally with security related 
issues to organizations [29]. It is intended to be main 
reference for organization to safely maintain data, 
information systems and general electronic base activities 
[6,29]. 

Basically, security policy determines technical security 
measures such as policies applied to firewall, virtual 
private network VPN and intranet/ internet 
communications. These policies determine what users 
may and may not do with respect to security and privacy 
countermeasures [27].  

However, it is no longer the exclusive domain of 
technical issues [10] as mentioned by Ransbotham and 
Mitra [30] that many security breaches cases have shown 
information security has been more a management issue. 

The role of information security policy is believed to 
be more important these days and has broader scope due 
to increasing cyber threats faced by many organizations 
[28]. Similarly, Bacik [7] argues that the impacts of 
information security breaches have been increasingly 
affecting non technical aspect of organizations such as 
organizational human resources, finance and stock 
market. Thus, due to such changes there is strong 
requirement to reevaluate ISP performance by kindly 
considering all of related aspects.   

In order to accommodate different perspectives found 
in literature, we propose a classification based on main 
information security policy aspects as mentioned below. 

• Aspect of Management. Information security 
management with standardized security policy is 
confirmed to become a required tool by many 
organizations particularly those that rely heavily 
on the Internet to conduct their operations [8]. 
Compliance to international standard such as 
ISO 17799 [28], and implementation of data 
classification procedures and access control [31] 
are few examples of emphasis in managing 
information security. This can be done properly 
with strong support from top management 
combined with a commitment by all members of 
the organization to explicitly prevent the 
possibility of security risks [9].  

• Aspect of Technology. Technical side of 
information security in terms of data, hardware, 
and applications has become a concern since the 
beginning of the computer era. This includes 
terminal security, network security, and Internet 
security [10]. The significance of technical 
aspect of information security can be seen from 
ongoing research in this area such as virus [32], 
worm [33] and other technical countermeasures 
[10] from personal computer to the Internet.  
In short, various security technologies at all 
levels are still believed as the key elements to 
combat information security attacks [10]. 

• Aspect of Economy.  In [11], Anderson 
introduces a new economic perspective of 
information security. Based on his work, the 
economic of information security has gained a 
great intention from researchers academic and 
professional, such as cost and benefits analysis 
[34] and security investment evaluation [12] to 
deal with growing information security issues. 
Filipek [8] affirms that information security has 
been a serious business priority since many 
evidences show how cyber attacks have 
damaged business reputation of many companies 
in stock market [13].  

• Aspect of Culture. Compare to previous aspects, 
information security culture is one that lately 
received serious attention by practitioners and 
academies. Lack of inherent security awareness 
culture was believed as the main source of 
internal security breaches in some organization 
[14]. Survey shows a significant amount of 
cyber security breaches come from internal 
organization [35]. Schlienger and Teufel [16] 
justify that information security policy will be 
effective only if adequate security culture exist 
within an organization [16]. There are many 
ways to establish security culture. While Herath 
and Tao [29] confirm the role of penalties and 
pressures in establishing security culture, other 
researchers argue that security education [15] 
and organizational leadership [9] are paramount. 
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Apart from these arguments, security awareness 
is believed as the core of security culture and it 
should become inherent responsibility by all 
members of the organization [16]. An 
organization with security culture aligns its 
business objectives with security culture by 
means that violating security policy is violating 
business objectives [14]. 

 
Although there are various perspectives in viewing 

information security policy, they are supporting each 
other and having the same objective of securing 
information assets from unauthorized parties or illegal 
actions. Since the early stage of computer security until 
recent sophisticated internet security management, the 
purposes of security and privacy controls are unchanged 
which are to ensure confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of information and systems [7].  

Discussion above also reflects how the importance of 
information security policy has been widely accepted, 
promoted and forced in different ways [8]. Unfortunately, 
only few studies discuss about how decision making done 
in this specific field [17].  

This study was based on a requirement to perform 
evaluation on information security policy implementation 
on government institutions with e-government services.  
Unavailability of widely accepted method to guide 
decision making is considered as a gap in information 
security policy literature. 

Therefore, we limit our scope in this paper on decision 
making side of information security policy. We argue that 
multi criteria decision making (MCDM) can be applied to 
this study since many aspects are involved and should be 
considered in balanced to make the best decision among 
various alternative solutions. 

The main contribution this study lies in its in-depth 
application of AHP as a highly flexible and powerful 
method as a guidance for those who responsible in 
making decisions for better implementation of 
information security policy. 

 

III.  RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 

 
A. Research Objectives  

Our primary research objective was to develop an 
empirically grounded model/ framework that would allow 
information security decision makers to make decision 
regarding information security policy issues.  

Given the fact that most AHP base decision making 
papers apply specific proprietary AHP software such as 
Expert Choice and HIPRE, in this study we propose a 
different way by illustrating AHP calculations procedure 
using open source software. Our choice goes to Open 
Office Calc, open source spreadsheet software commonly 
available in various Linux packages. By doing so, we 
extend our study to achieve two additional objectives as 
follows: 

Firstly, it is intended to shows the applicability of open 
source software a suitable and easy tool in performing 

step by step of AHP calculations. Furthermore, this study 
provides strong basis for further development of open 
source AHP application.  

Secondly, through an example of AHP calculation this 
study will benefit decision makers involved in this study 
and also wider readers to understand AHP calculation 
processes. Although it seems more difficult than by using 
dedicated AHP software, our attempt will benefit those 
who want to learn AHP in more detail.  

.  
B. Methodology  

We prefer for our study to use the Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) because it has been a widely accepted and 
applied to solve numerous multiple criteria decision 
making problems in different contexts [4] during the last 
twenty five years or more [23]. 

Within its framework, a decision problem (usually a 
complex one) is decomposed into a hierarchy of the goal, 
criteria, sub-criteria, and finally the alternatives lying at 
the bottom of the hierarchy.  

Saaty [1] explains the following four main 
characteristics of AHP: 

• based on multiple attribute hierarchies 
• assessing weights by a pairwise comparison of 

attributes 
• assessing preferences by a pairwise comparison of 

alternatives 
• consistency analysis 

Zahedi [4] describes these characteristics into a four 
steps of AHP calculation procedure as follows: 

 
Step 1. Develop the hierarchy  
This consists of decomposition of the problem into 

elements based to its characteristics and the formation. 
Basically, a hierarchy consists of goal, criteria and 
alternatives and can be expanded depends on 
requirements.  

 
Step 2. Comparing and obtaining the judgment matrix.  
In this step, the elements of a particular level are 

compared with respect to a specific element in the 
immediate upper level. The resulting weights of the 
elements may be called the local weights. 

 

TABLE    I  
PAIR WISE COMPARISON MATRIX A 

 M T E C 
Management (M 1 4 4 3 

Technology (T) 1/4 1 2 1/2

Economy (E) 1/4 ½ 1 1/6

Culture (C) 1/3 2 6 1 
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The matrix A can be defined by 
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where n is the order of matrix. 
 
Then the consistency property in the pair wise 

comparison is examined by a two steps procedure as 
follows [1]: 

 
• Develop the normalized pariwise comparison matrix 

A1 
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• Test the consistency property. 
Where CI is the consistency index, CR is the 

consistency ratio, λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the pair 
wise comparison matrix, n is the matrix order, and RI is 
random index. Table 3 shows a set of recommended RI 
values presented by Saaty [1]. 

TABLE    II 
RANDOM INDEX 

N 1 2 3 4 5 

RI 0 0 0.52 0.89 1.11

      

N 6 7 8 9 10

RI 1.25 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.49

 
This is argued as one of AHP’s advantages which able 

to measure whether or not inconsistency occurs in the 
judgment process. If CR values are > 0.10 for a matrix 
larger than 4x4, it indicates an inconsistent judgment. In 
some parts decision makers should revise the original 
values in the pair wise comparison matrix until desired 
consistency level reached.  

 
 
 

Step 3: Local weights and consistency of comparisons.  
In this step, local weights of the elements are 

calculated from the judgment matrices using the 
eigenvector method (EVM). The normalized eigenvector 
corresponding to the principal eigenvalue of the judgment 
matrix provides the weights of the corresponding 
elements.  
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Then W’ is obtained as a new matrix based on 

multiplication between matrix A and W as described 
below  
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Where W’ is the eigenvector, wi is the eigenvalue of 

criterion I, and λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the pair 
wise comparison matrix. 

 
Step 4: Aggregation of weights across various levels to 

obtain the final weights of alternatives. 
 
This final step of AHP procedure where the local 

weights of elements of different levels are aggregated to 
obtain final weights of the decision alternatives (elements 
at the lowest level).   

 

IV.  AHP DECISION MODEL 

 
In this section, the development of AHP decision 

model for information securoty policy is explained. We 
construct the hierarchy for information security policy 
decision making that combines multi criteria, different 
aspects and alternatives. It adopts AHP which enables 
structuring, measurement and synthesizing of decision 
hierarchy [1] to make good decisions. 

Figure 1 shows the structure of our AHP decision 
model. It is a four layer hierarchy consists of goal, 
criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives. All layers are 
described as follows. 
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First of all, the first layer defines the goal to be 
achieved, in this case information security policy 
decision.  

Secondly, the next layer consists of four criteria. These 
criteria are based upon the classification in literature 
review namely, management (M), technology (T), 
economy (E) and culture (C).  

Thirdly, we specify the four main criteria into several 
sub-criteria. There are ten sub-criteria as can be seen in 
table 3. 

Finally, at the last layer of the hierarchy, triangle 
security objectives (confidentiality, integrity and 
availability) are set as alternatives.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  AHP Hierarchy. 

TABLE    III 
CRITERIA AND SUB CRITERIA 

Criteria Sub Criteria 
Management (M) Comply with standard (M1) 

Regular Review (M2) 
Commitment (M3) 

Technology (T) End point security (T1) 
Network security (T2) 

Application security (T3) 
Economy (E) Security Investment (E1) 

Cost of Attack (E2) 
Culture (C) Reward & Punishment (C1)  

Security Education (C3) 
 

 
Accordingly, AHP based survey [1][17] was created 

and distributed to chief information officers of 
government institution which maintain e-government 
services as intended audiences in this study [17].  
Subsequently, further analysis and discussion are given in 
the following section. 

 

V.  AHP ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In this paper, we prefer to perform step by step of AHP 

calculation manually instead of relying on dedicated AHP 
software. For this purpose, we choose Open Office Calc, 
an open source equivalent to Microsoft Excel to illustrate 
AHP calculations. Our AHP experiment was run under 
Linux Mepis Live-CD.   

Figure 2 shows the pair wise comparison values of four 
criteria with respect to goal in Open Office Calc 
spreadsheet. For example, cell F3 (5.000) represents pair 
wise comparison value between criteria Management and 
Culture and so forth.   

The next step is to define eigenvalue. The eigenvalue 
is obtained by performing two steps. First, each pair wise 
value is divided by the total of corresponding column; 
this will generate normalized values in the same matrix 
structure. Second, the average of normalized values in 
each raw is calculated which represents eigenvalue.  

 

 
 

Figure 2.  AHP pair wise comparison for goal. 

The entire pair wise comparisons and corresponding 
eigenvalues are represented in figure 3. For instance, the 
eigenvalue for the management, technology, economy 
and culture criteria are 0.403, 0.411, 0.105 and 0.80 
respectively. 

The following steps describe how the calculations were 
performed in Open Office Calc as shown in figure 3 
above: 

• Calculate total column of first matrix. Here, we 
obtained 2.45 in cell C7 as the total of C3,C4,C5 
and C6.  

• Create new matrix with normalized values. The 
normalized value for cell I3 (M-M) was obtained 
by dividing its original pair wise value (cell C3) 
with the total column M (C7).  

• The same calculations were performed for the 
remaining cells until the complete new matrix 
generated.  

• Eigenvalue was calculated as the average value 
of each row of the new matrix. For example, 
eigenvalue for management criteria was the 
average value of row 3 ((0.408+0.404+0.444+ 
0.357)/4).  

• Perform the similar calculation processes for all 
matrixes. 
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Figure 3.  Matrix of pair wise comparisons  

 
The next step was to calculate the overall priority of 

alternatives with respect to criteria. Based on eigenvalues 
obtained in previous steps, we developed two matrixes in 
order to ease further calculations in the next steps. 

The first matrix was for the upper level eigenvalue of 
criteria with respect to goal. The second matrix was for 
lower level eigenvalue of alternative with respect to 
criteria. Both matrixes can be seen in figure 4.  

As can be seen the values of first level matrix from cell 
J34 to J37 are 0.403, 0.411, 0.105 and 0.080 in that order. 
These numbers were actually the eigenvalues copied from 
cell M3 to M6. 

In terms of the second level matrix, the values were 
also taken from eigenvalues for each alternative with 
respect to four criteria (see figure 4). For example, the 
values of cell D35 to D37 were eigenvalues of the three 
alternatives with respect to management criteria. The 
numbers were then copied from cell M10 to M12 (0.100, 
0.187, and 0.713).     

The similar processes were performed for column E 
(technology), column F (economy), and column G 
(culture) from row 35 to row 37 which represent the 
eigenvalues of confidentiality, integrity and availability 
with respect to these criteria. Column E (from E35 to 
E37) contains 0.333, 0.333, and 0.333; column F (from 
F35 to F37) contains 0.669, 0.243, and 0.088; and column 
G (from G35 to G37) contains 0.692, 0.231, and 0.077. 
Two matrixes were generated.  

Then we move to the last step to obtain overall 
priorities. It was done by matrix multiplication between 

both matrixes. For example, in order to obtain overall 
priority for confidentiality (cell D39), the following 
calculation was performed  

 
 = (D35*J34) + (E35*J35) + (F35*J36) + (G35*J37) 
 
The result was 0.303 for confidentiality. In other way, 

this process can be simplified by using MMULT function 
[3]. It is a built in function in Open Office Calc to 
perform automatic matrix calculation, in this case 
between second level matrix (D35:G37) and first level 
matrix (J34:J37). The function was expressed as  

 
=MMULT(D35:G37,J34:J37). 
 
Finally, we obtained the final result as can be seen in 

figure 4. The first rank goes to availability with the 
highest value of 0.440, followed by confidentiality and 
integrity as the second and third ranks which accounted 
for 0.303 and 0.256 respectively (see table 4).  

TABLE    IV 
OVERALL PRIORITY RESULT 

Confidentiality 0.303 
Integrity 0.256 

Availability 0.404 
 
Based on the overall priority result, it is clearly found 

that decision makers consider the importance of 
availability of the information and the systems as the 
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highest portion to be improved in terms of information 
security policy. The second and the last priorities 
preferred by decision makers are confidentiality and 
integrity do not that both are not important at all. This 
means the portion of confidentiality and integrity 
considerations by the decision makers will be lesser than 
availability for the purpose of information security policy 
improvement. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.   Overall priority 

Information security is a growing field which always 
provides more spaces for innovation. Threats on 
information assets will keep being serious security issues 
in the future. Types of security attacks and scope of its 
impacts might be different depend on different 
circumstances. Therefore re-evaluation of security 
countermeasures such as information security policy is 
strongly required to adapt with such changes. 

Decision making framework proposed in this study 
with example of AHP calculation will be a valuable tool 
for those who responsible to make decision in this field. 

VI.  CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

The main practical implication of this study is the 
application of AHP method to guide information security 
policy decision making. Moreover, the research 
contributes information security policy literatures with a 
new empirical case from decision maker point of view. 

Based on the results, governments’ chief information 
officers are recommended to give more attention to 
enhance the availability of information in the future since 
it accounted for the highest decision preference value, 
followed by confidentiality and integrity. The results may 
be different according to the type of organization and 
security threats they face. 

The example of AHP analysis with Open Office Calc 
shows the applicability of open source software as 
powerful tool for decision making purposes. In addition, 

this approach also contributes from educational 
perspective, in providing an easy to follow example on 
how to make decision without depending on dedicated 
AHP software.  

This study provides a foundation for further research, 
to build open source AHP software with adaptable 
capabilities regardless of the number of hierarchy levels.  
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